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Read This First

The most important part of this expansion is the Aesther Diviner, contained within the character tuck boxes. 
She is immediately unlocked for use in any normal Gloomhaven campaign. Add the appropriate City and 
Road Event cards included in the box for unlocking her to their respective decks now. Players also have the 
option, if they have completed scenario #51, to delve into the new campaign presented in this book (it is also 
recommended that players have completed the Town Records). If players have not completed scenario #51, 
they should still read the next page to learn about the new mechanics associated with the Diviner.

Components

1 Rule Book/Scenario Guide

23 Monster Standees

1 Character Miniature

24 Monster Ability Cards

5 Character Tokens

1 Character Board

2 Character Tuck Boxes 1 Character Pad

2 Random Dungeon Cards

28 Character Ability Cards

7 Monster Stat Sheets

2 Sealed Envelopes

5 Rift Overlay Tiles

20 Item Cards

6 Condition Tokens

2 Monster Stat Sleeves

8 Revised Character Cards

12 Plastic Stands

4 Revised Player References

15 Attack Modifier Cards

Thought to once be human, Aesthers were an intellectual society that delved too deeply into studies of trans-planar travel. Something went horribly wrong and they now live an eternal existence trapped between the planes, forced to forever witness infinite realities at once. Aesthers interact with other races as little as possible, preferring to stay out of their mundane goings-on. An Aesther’s thirst for knowledge, however, is insatiable, and they are willing to use their powers of shifting reality to further this pursuit.

Caught between the endless voids for thousands of years, a small group of Aesthers developed a curiosity for other dimensions. For them, visiting as many realities as possible became an addictive passion. Through careful study, patterns began to emerge in their observations over time. Realities no longer presented themselves as chaotic inconsistencies, but rather as structured strands of cause and effect. And so, it was only a mere step beyond the horizons of their minds to genuinely divine the future and bend the flow of temporal continuity for their own purposes.
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Start of Round:

ǱǱ ReduceǱelementǱstrength.
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EliteǱfirst,ǱthenǱnormalǱinǱascending
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FocusǱonǱǱǱǱǱǱclosest,ǱǱǱǱǱǱlowestǱinitia
tive.Ǳ 

ThenǱmoveǱtoǱmaximizeǱattackǱonǱfo
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LoseǱoneǱdiscardǱ
andǱrecoverǱtheǱrest,Ǳ
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refreshǱǱǱǱǱǱspentǱitems.
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PerformǱtopǱactionǱofǱoneǱ
cardǱandǱbottomǱactionǱofǱ
theǱotherǱinǱanyǱorder.

LeadingǱcardǱplayed

RevealǱmonsterǱactions,ǱactǱinǱinitia
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WOUND  , POISON 

Move  +0, Attack 
  +0, Summon 
Valrath Savage

Summon Valrath Tracker 
Move  -1, Heal  2, 
Affect all adjacent allies 
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Ring of Duality

After performing 

the top action of any ability 

card, you may immediately 

perform the bottom action of 

the same card. This item cannot 

be used if both actions would 

trigger a lost card icon        .
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Minor Antidote

The next three times 

you would gain POISON ,  

prevent the condition.
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Elemental Claymore

During your melee attack, 

to add +2 Attack  

to a single attack.
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Player Reference

POISON - Extra damage when 

attacked and prevents healing. 

Remove when healed.

WOUND - Suffer damage at start 

of turn. Remove when healed.

IMMOBILIZE - Cannot move. 

Remove at end of next turn.

DISARM - Cannot attack. 

Remove at end of next turn.

STUN - Cannot do anything but rest. 

Remove at end of next turn.

MUDDLE - Disadvantage on attacks. 

Remove at end of next turn.

CURSE - Gain CURSE attack 

modifier card.

Player Reference
574

Shield - Reduce attack damage.

Retaliate - Attackers suffer damage.

PUSH - Force target to move away.

PULL - Force target to move closer.

PIERCE - Negate target’s shield.

INVISIBLE - Cannot be attacked. 

Remove at end of next turn.

STRENGTHEN - Advantage on 

attacks. Remove at end of next turn.

REGENERATE - Heal 1 HP at start 

of turn. Remove when damaged.

BLESS - Gain BLESS attack 

modifier card.

Reveal the top two cards of any  

non-boss monster ability card deck, 

then place them back in any order.

1

Reveal the top four 

cards instead,        .: 1

Shield  2

Affect all allies within Range  2
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Protective Aura
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Heal  1
Affect all allies 

REGENERATE 

Reveal the top three cards of  

any attack modifier deck, then 

place them back in any order.

Reveal the top five 

cards instead,         .1:

2
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Peer into Battle
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Diviner

DoomstalkerSummoner

The following 6 cards are updates to 

ability cards of locked classes. In order 

to avoid potential spoilers, only take 

them out and replace the older versions 

from the base game if you have 

unlocked the relevant class.

Card 1:

Card 2:

Card 3:

Cards 4-6:
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Ignore negative scenario         

effects and add two          cards

Add two    CURSE    cards
Add two          Heal 1, Self cards

Replace one           card with one 

        Heal 2, Affect any ally card

Replace one           card with one

         REGENERATE   , Self card

Replace one           card with one

         CURSE   card

Replace one           card with one

         MUDDLE   card

Replace one           card with one

                  card

Replace one           card with one

                  card

Replace one           card with one

         Shield   1, Affect any 

ally card

Replace two          cards with 

one          Shield   1, Self card

Remove one           card 
Remove two          cardsAesther Diviner

1 Sticker Sheet31 Event Cards

Option A: Explain you are peaceful travelers 

looking for safe passage.

Option B: State that you are veteran adventures 

not to be trifled with.

The dimensional portal opens 

up on what you can only describe 

as paradise. Idyllic fields spread as far as 

the eyes can see, in colors you never thought 

possible. Before you lays a winding path 

through a grove of trees with bright pink flowers 

and orange leaves. The aroma alone threatens 

to overwhelm you as you walk in awe of your 

surroundings.

Suddenly, you are interrupted by a shout. Flying 

down from the trees, something a third the size of a 

regular human, with wings sprouting from its back, 

lands in front of you.

“State your name and business,” it demands. You 

hesitate, not certain how to respond.
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Option A: Visit the city.

Option B: Climb the mountain.

Passing through the planar rift, 

you come upon a spacious plain. 

A road leads towards a colossal city 

surrounded by a great river. Enormous white 

walls shoot upward on all sides, with numerous 

towers jutting up above them, connected by 

sky bridges looming over the city’s center. Atop 

the tallest tower waves a banner depicting a 

white teardrop cradled in a spiral of seven colors. 

Everything about this place gleams of dignity 

and power.

In the other direction, you see a mountain stretching 

miles into the sky like a jagged dagger stabbing 

through the clouds. Smoke rises from its peak. 

Never have you seen something of such magnitude. 

Its very presence calls out to the adventurer in you, 

daring you to conquer it.
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The road stretches out before 

you, endless and unremarkable. Your 

spirits flag and your steps drag, having traveled 

it so many times—from Gloomhaven, back to 

Gloomhaven—you’ve committed all its twists and 

turns to memory. In fact, even these thoughts 

feel familiar.

To get your mind off the drudgery, you begin to 

reflect on Cassandra, the Diviner who tore up the 

Sleeping Lion and went on to destroy great evil.

Without warning, a colorful, circular fissure opens 

before you as you walk. It beckons you to step into 

the unknown.

Option A: Step through the portal.

Option B: Trust that the road will provide you 

with enough excitement.
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The road stretches out before 

you, endless and unremarkable. Your 

spirits flag and your steps drag, having traveled 

it so many times—from Gloomhaven, back to 

Gloomhaven—you’ve committed all its twists and 

turns to memory.

But something is strange today. No birds chirp. 

No animals cross your path. There is a hot, dry 

wind in the air and no clouds overhead. A sense of 

foreboding creeps over you.

And then, before you appears a colorful, circular 

fissure hanging in front of you, beckoning you 

to step into the unknown. Beyond that whirling 

maelstrom is an unfamiliar world with possibilities 

and risks—possibly even a short cut to where you 

are going. You hesitate with indecision…

Option A: Step through the portal.

Option B: Trust that the road will provide you 

with enough excitement.
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The countless tales told of the 

Diviner Cassandra weigh heavily on 

your mind. All the strange, new places 

she’s visited seem to taunt you. Being 

stuck carrying out plain old mercenary work 

is somehow lacking. A wanderlust is calling 

you. Traveling to far away locales is always 

more exciting and daring.

Maybe it’s time to leave Gloomhaven, to sate 

your thirst for exploration away from the 

mundane goings-on of the city. Or maybe it’s 

only a temporary melancholy, one you can wash 

away with a long night of revelry and celebration 

of good times past.

Option A: Prepare to leave Gloomhaven.

Option B: Indulge yourself with gambling and 

drinks at the first available bar.
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Heading through the Boiler 

District, you approach the 

rundown tavern of the Crooked Bone, 

hoping Hail may be able to answer a 

question regarding your current quest. You 

take all the necessary precautions to avoid 

disrupting her and patiently wait outside.

After a few minutes, she appears beside you. 

“Well, look at that! Bright-eyed adventurers 

showing up on my doorstep, searching for fame 

and fortune. It just so happens that I am running 

out of materials for my experiments.”

She hands you a crumpled list while continuing 

to talk. “If you would be so kind as to grab some 

of this while you’re out, it may bring you fame or 

possibly fortune. Who’s to say, really?” She then 

disappears before you can even speak.

Option A: Retrieve some herbs and mushrooms 

on a quick trip outside the city.

Option B: Collect some monster entrails during 

your next quest.
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Any overlay tile with a white border is considered a wall. All hexes that the tile occupies are walls, which 
function exactly like the walls on the border of a map tile. They cannot be moved through, even with 
Flying  or Jump  , and block all line-of-sight. They are not considered obstacles.

Teleport is an ability that transports a figure to a specific location without evaluating moving through 
all the hexes between where the figure currently is and where it is going. However, it is not considered 
a Move       ability (and thus can be performed while the figure has IMMOBILIZE   ). It is also not 
inhibited by enemies, walls, obstacles, or any type of terrain when evaluating its path. The hex a figure 
teleports to must be a valid hex for that figure to occupy, and any effects of entering that hex will trigger 
normally, such as traps, hazardous terrain, or special character abilities. A figure cannot teleport into an 
unrevealed room.

New Rules
FOCUS

Some monster abilities specify that the monster find a focus following criteria other than whoever is closest. Follow 
the specified priority first, but if there is a tie, break the tie using normal focusing rules.

REGENERATE

REGENERATE is a positive condition. If a figure has REGENERATE, it performs a "Heal  1, Self" action 
at the start of each of its turns (even if the figure has STUN   ). If the figure suffers any damage, the 
REGENERATE token is removed and the damage continues normally. If a figure has both WOUND    and 
REGENERATE at the start of its turn, the REGENERATE effect happens first, removing the WOUND    
token and healing normally.

TELEPORT

WALL OVERLAYS

MIXED ELEMENTS

Rifts are permanent overlay tiles the Diviner can create. Though the effects of a Rift ability usually last 
until the end of the round, any Rifts created with that ability remain on the map to be activated by future 
Rift abilities, as well. A hex with a rift is not considered empty, nor is it considered negative. The Diviner 
can only have five Rifts on the map at once. If a sixth were to be placed, remove one of the others.

RIFTS

An element symbol showing art of two 
different element icons can be considered to 
be either one of the elements, but not both.

ABILITY CARD LINES

These lines separate the individual abilities 
of a card action.

Regenerate can be placed on any main ability line 
that affects allies or yourself. 

EVENT REQUIREMENTS

Some event cards may contain requirements similar to scenarios. If a party does not meet the requirements of an 
event card, simply draw another one and shuffle the card with the unmet requirements back into the top three cards 
of the deck.

Do not proceed through the rest of this book until you have completed scenario #51!

ENHANCEMENTS

Base  Enhancement Cost Base Other Effects Cost

Teleport      40g Regenerate     50g
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5  If the monster can move to multiple   to attack its focus, it will prioritize   that allow: 
1. attacking the focus without Disadvantage, 
2. attacking as many additional enemies as possible applying focus and attack rules based on the position of the 

monster before movement. 
3. attacking as few additional enemies with Disadvantage as possible. 

6  A muddled monster will not move to lose its adjacency disadvantage. Elemental infusion/consumption is performed 
by the first monster of the type activated, and the complete group gains any related benefits.

1. Initial check

2. Find focus

3. Execute Monster abilities (move, attack, and others)

1.1. Check for Attack ability and conditions 
If a monster is DISARMED  or does not have an Attack ability, it behaves as if a melee 
attack targeting a single enemy was possible. An IMMOBILIZED  monster ignores any 
Move abilities. A STUNNED  monster cannot find focus, will not move, and ignores all 
instructions on its ability card.
1.2. Check for a movement path  
Measure a path to an unoccupied hex from which an attack can be performed (line-of-sight 
to a target required). All identified hexes are attack-hexes  .  
If no such path exists, the monster cannot find focus and will not move or attack. 

The monster finds a   and focuses a single enemy   applying the 
following priority list: 
 
2.1.   with a movement path that will trigger the fewest negative  
hexes possible 
2.2.   with a shorter movement path 
2.3. Enemy in closer proximity to the position of the monster 
2.4. Enemy earlier in the initiative order
 
Rules for initiative order for figures with identical initiative value:  
non-leading ability cards break ties, if still tied players decide; summons 
activate directly before their controller; characters performing a long rest 
activate last; characters activate before monsters

Execute monster abilities from top to bottom. For move abilities: 

Monster Artificial Intelligence Reference

Movement 
path

Valid
movement

Invalid
movement Attack-hex Focused

enemy
Attacked
enemy

Initiative
value

1 1 00

Move 2
Attack 1

1

2

3

Move 2
Attack 1

1 1

1

1

2

15

35

Path length > Proximity > Initiative order

1  The monster must end its movement with 
a shorter path to the   or will not move.

2  The monster chooses a movement path 
that will trigger the fewest negative hexes 
possible. 

3  The monster moves to a   to attack 
its focus and as many additional enemies as 
possible. 

4  The monster moves away from its focus 
until it can perform a ranged attack without 
Disadvantage. 

Move 1
Attack 1

Move 2
Attack 1

Move 2
Attack 1
Target 2

Move 2
Attack 1
Range 3

Move 2
Attack 1
Range 3
Target 3

Move 2
Attack 1
Range 2
Target 2

1

2

1

2

3

1

1

2

1

2

1

1 2 3 4 5 6

 > Path to attack-hex?  


